Working memory (WM), a system for actively maintaining and manipulating information, has been one of the most studied topics in cognitive psychology and cognitive neuroscience. It is fundamental to the performance of many cognitive tasks and day-to-day activities: imagining how an object might look from a different perspective, remembering a phone number while taking something out of the oven, solving a math problem "in your head," or planning the next move in a chess game, to give just a few examples. WM is sometimes conceptualized as an active workspace because it is closely linked with the voluntary allocation of attention. The study of WM is central to understanding how memory and thought work.
Working memory (WM), a system for actively maintaining and manipulating information, has been one of the most studied topics in cognitive psychology and cognitive neuroscience. It is fundamental to the performance of many cognitive tasks and day-to-day activities: imagining how an object might look from a different perspective, remembering a phone number while taking something out of the oven, solving a math problem "in your head," or planning the next move in a chess game, to give just a few examples. WM is sometimes conceptualized as an active workspace because it is closely linked with the voluntary allocation of attention. The study of WM is central to understanding how memory and thought work. Baddeley (1992) and colleagues have given one of the clearest conceptualizations of WM. They proposed two basic subsystems for maintaining information-the phonological loop and the visuospatial sketch pad, for remembering verbal and visual information, respectively. These subsystems are further subdivided into pas-sive storage and active rehearsal mechanisms. Manipulation of information held in WM is accomplished by a third, central executive system. Most broad architectures of human cognition incorporate some version of this framework. In this meta-analysis, we are concerned with the neural basis of WM.
Models of Working Memory

Controversies on the Organization of the Frontal Lobes
Some of the earliest neuroimaging studies of WM addressed questions raised in part by Baddeley's (1992) framework-particularly, how the putative components of WM map onto brain systems and whether patterns of brain activation respect the distinctions between types of WM apparent in behavioral studies.
Organization by material type. One of the major dimensions along which WM systems may be subdivided is the type of material stored in WM. Three types of material have been most commonly studied: verbal, spatial, and object information. Verbal information includes words, letters, or other material that is primarily coded linguistically and is likely to be maintained by a rehearsal process involving a subvocal sequential generation of memory items. Spatial information includes information about the spatial positions of stimuli. Object information includes storage of nonspatial visual features or object identity.
We tested three hypotheses about the organization of WM by material type. One organizational principle, based on monkey and human studies (e.g., Funahashi, Chafee, & Goldman-Rakic, 1993; Wilson, 255 Copyright 2003 Psychonomic Society, Inc. Neuroimaging studies of working memory:
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A second, prevalent hypothesis of material-type effects in the frontal cortex is that verbal WM is left lateralized (e.g., Reuter-Lorenz et al., 2000; , presumably because it involves a subvocal verbal rehearsal process for which Broca's area, in the left frontal operculum, is critical. A third, related proposal is that spatial WM is right lateralized in the frontal cortex, whereas object WM is left lateralized. Several groups (e.g., McCarthy et al., 1996; Reuter-Lorenz et al., 2000; Smith et al., 1995) have found evidence supporting this view, although other studies have not shown this effect (e.g., Courtney, Ungerleider, Keil, & Haxby, 1996) .
Organization by process type. The issue of specialization by storage material type is complicated by the fact that maintaining spatial, verbal, and object memory likely requires different types of rehearsal strategies and processes (see, e.g., Courtney et al., 1998) . Thus, specialization according to process may cause apparent differences in brain activation among material types.
Reflecting on this complexity, several groups (D' Esposito et al., 1998; Owen, 1997 Owen, , 2000 have provided evidence that a dorsal-ventral gradient exists in the frontal cortex that has to do not with the distinction among material types, but with types of processing. According to this view, the superior frontal cortex is involved in monitoring and manipulation of information (or generalized executive processing), whereas the ventral frontal cortex is important for rehearsal during simple storage. As will be seen, our results generally agree with the dorsalexecutive ventral-storage hypothesis, but only for particular types of executive process. We propose a finer grained classification of various executive processes that commonly fall under the rubric of manipulation and suggest that certain executive processes are associated with dorsal frontal activity and others with ventral frontal activity.
Meta-Analysis as a Research Tool in Neuroimaging
A number of brain-imaging studies have provided evidence regarding these issues, but different studies support different types of organization. One problem is that studies typically rely on the logic of double dissociation:
In an imaging study, Task 1 activates Area A, but not B, and Task 2 activates B, but not A. This logic has traditionally been considered to be strong evidence that separate mechanisms implement Tasks 1 and 2, but it depends on two essential assumptions: (1) Each task truly isolates the processes under investigation (e.g., the pattern of activation does not reflect a dissociation between C and D), and (2) one can tell with some certainty if a task does not activate an area. In most individual imaging studies, both of these assumptions are violated. WMimaging studies often control for basic visuomotor aspects of the task but do not control all aspects of executive demand. Second, it is difficult to conclude from a single study that any given area was truly not activated: Low signal-to-noise ratio, motion artifacts, other physiological artifacts that vary by task, and relatively small sample sizes are some factors that make it challenging to definitively demonstrate that an area was not affected by a particular task. Meta-analysis can be useful in this situation because it provides a concise way to summarize a large number of studies. It can help to resolve some of the problems mentioned above by reducing the impact of confounds in individual studies, and it can provide more data on the reliability of activation and absence of activation in particular brain regions.
The present meta-analyses were designed to summarize neuroimaging studies of WM to date. The analyses test whether existing findings in the literature are supported across studies and whether, when data from a large number of studies are examined, new findings emerge. The data are reported coordinates of the most activated voxels (peaks) within contiguous areas of activation from 60 studies that met our selection criteria (see the Method section). We focused on testing for differences in regional activation based on both material type and executive requirements across studies.
A number of previous meta-analyses and reviews of WM have been performed; although valuable, the inferences in these studies have been made largely on qualitative patterns of results (Chein, Fissell, Jacobs, & Fiez, 2002; Courtney et al., 1998; D'Esposito et al., 1998; Owen, 1997; Owen et al., 1998; . In this article, we use two quantitative meta-analysis techniques: chi-square (c 2 ) analysis on reported Brodmann's areas (BAs) and cluster analysis (to provide data-driven definitions of functional regions) followed by chi-square analysis within clusters. These techniques allow us to examine regional brain specialization for types of materials stored in WM and types of putative executive functions. Each of these techniques will later be explained in detail.
METHOD
Study Selection
We analyzed 60 PET and f MRI studies of WM tasks published between 1993 and July 2002, listed in Table 1 . Studies were identified by searches on two versions of Medline (Medsearch and Pubmed) and PsycInfo. Stud-ies were included if they (1) reported whole-brain comparisons of WM tasks in comparison with a control task that contained similar perceptual and motor requirements (i.e., no passive fixation baselines), (2) included healthy unmedicated subjects, and (3) reported standardized coordinates for activation foci in either Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) or Talairach (Talairach & Tournoux, 1988) space. As in previous meta-analyses (Phan, Wager, Taylor, & Liberzon, 2002; Wager, Phan, Liberzon, & Taylor, 2003) , we analyzed only positive WM activations, since deactivations have been reported inconsistently and are more difficult to interpret. Peak activation coordinates reported in each study were classified in two ways: (1) according to the BA classification provided by the Talairach Daemon (http://ric.uthscsa.edu/ projects/talairachdaemon.html) for each coordinate, after transformation to Talairach space from MNI space (using Matthew Brett's bilinear transformation, http:// www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/Imaging/; no coordinate was shifted more than 10 mm), where appropriate, and (2) according to clusters, using a data-driven algorithm, described below. For material type analyses, we included only results from tasks that did not include any of the three major executive processes, as identified below.
Classification of Peaks by Material Type and Executive Function
Most neuroimaging studies of WM involve a variant of one of two common tasks: the N-back task and the item recognition task (Schumacher et al., 1996) . Other, slightly less common tasks are variants of the continuous performance task (CPT; Carter et al., 1998) and self-ordered selection tasks (Petrides, 1991) . The N-back task involves viewing a continuous stream of items (e.g., letters) and deciding whether each item matches the stimulus presented n stimuli back, where n is usually 2 or 3. The item recognition task involves studying a memory set typically consisting of 1-6 items, maintaining the items during a delay (usually less than 10 sec), and responding to a probe item. The participant must determine whether the probe item was a member of the memory set.
Each of these types of tasks involves storage of information in WM but may or may not involve various types of executive process. We classified each peak coordinate reported according to the type of material to be remembered, with major categories of verbal, spatial, and object. Most of the tasks studied involved multiple executive functions but focused on a single type of material. Our analysis of the effects of material type excluded tasks that required active processing of information, in addition to storage.
In separate analyses, we identified three types of operations commonly performed on items stored in WM, and we classified each peak coordinate in each study we reviewed according to whether it required that operation. The operations are (1) whether the task required manipulation of information stored in WM concurrent with storage of information or required only storage (examples are arithmetic operations on items in WM and mental rotation), (2) whether the task required memory for the order of the items in memory or simply their identities, and (3) whether updating of WM was continuous (items continuously added and deleted from WM) or discrete (a new memory set for each trial, as in the item recognition task). Order and updating are each identified by a single characteristic of the task. An example of order memory is an item recognition task in which the probe involves remembering information about the positions of the items in a sequence, as opposed to simply requiring memory of the identities of stimuli. One example of continuous updating is the N-back task. Another is a task in which participants must remember the last four items in a continuous stream, forgetting old items as new ones are added. Manipulation is more complex to define, since it encompasses diverse paradigms that involve operating on information while storing the same or other information in WM. The operation span task, for example, requires maintenance of verbal information while mathematical operations are performed (Smith et al., 2001) . Other manipulation tasks involve similar dual-task requirements (see, e.g., Bunge, Klingberg, Jacobsen, & Gabrieli, 2000) or, for example, arithmetically operating on numbers in WM (Landro et al., 2001; Tsukiura et al., 2001) .
These three operations are not the only ones that have been proposed as executive processes. In particular, inhibition and attention switching are often thought of as critical executive processes (Jonides, Badre, Curtis, Thompson-Schill, & Smith, 2002; Miyake, Friedman, Emerson, Witzki, & Howerter, 2000; Rubenstein, Meyer, & Evans, 2001; Sylvester et al., 2003) . We chose the operations we did because each task could be unambiguously coded on the basis of the criteria we described above. Furthermore, the classes of executive processes we defined are conceptually independent: Each can occur independently of the others, although other underlying operations may be shared among the processes.
A fourth potential kind of operation is selective attention. Many early neuroimaging studies compared WM for various material types (e.g., faces and spatial locations) using two-dimensional (2-D) items (e.g., Courtney et al., 1996; Smith et al., 1995) . These items contained identical visual information-for example, faces at different locations on a computer screen-and participants were asked to remember one feature (e.g., location) and ignore the other. In these studies, although the stimuli were matched, the task required something more than simple storage of information-namely, selective attention to one stimulus attribute. In the present metaanalysis, we define selection as the active maintenance of one attribute of a multidimensional stimulus, as opposed to maintenance of stimuli with only one relevant attribute. It may be argued that all stimuli are multidimensional in the sense that they inherently possess multiple attributes, raising the possibility that processing any stimulus requires some degree of selective attention. However, 2-D stimuli used in WM studies are different from one-dimensional (1-D) stimuli in that two obvious salient features are potentially relevant and participants are typically asked to attend to each at different points in the study. These factors increase the demand for selective attention.
Selective attention for WM maintenance may be similar to the inhibition or selective attention required in Stroop-like tasks-both require the maintenance of a processing bias (e.g., "respond to colors"; Cohen, Dunbar, & McClelland, 1990; Miller & Cohen, 2001 )-or it may be different, since the task explicitly requires memory. We wanted to determine empirically whether the demand for selective attention has any effect on WM activations, by comparing storage tasks that employ 2-D versus 1-D stimuli, and whether selective attention effects produce activation changes similar to the other executive processes defined above.
Cluster Analysis
We performed cluster analysis-using the partitioning around medoids (pam) algorithm (see below), as imple-mented in S-plus-to provide data-driven classification of reported peaks into distinct anatomical regions. The advantage of using clustering methods is that the data determine what the brain regions are and which points fall within each region, rather than defining regions according to BA or some other arbitrary anatomical categorization scheme (e.g., left frontal/right frontal). Clustering algorithms use the natural separation between groups of peaks to define anatomical regions, find the anatomical centers of those regions, and indirectly, provide information about the spatial resolution across studies.
The pam algorithm (Kaufman & Rousseeuw, 1987 was chosen as a clustering algorithm because it makes few assumptions about the distribution of peaks and the resulting shapes of clusters. It is similar in principle to the well-known k-means algorithm (e.g., MacQueen, 1967)-in both techniques, the number of clusters must be specified a priori-but pam has several important advantages that make it more robust than k-means. First, pam does not require an initial choice of starting estimates for cluster means. Second, k-means assumes spherical clusters with normal distributions, whereas spatial clusters in neuroimaging data are expected to follow the contours of the gyri and sulci. An important additional benefit is that 
Note-Design types were classified as "block" for blocked designs and "ER" for event-related designs. One line appears per contrast; some studies involved more than one contrast or experiment. Blank entries in the right-hand columns indicate absence of an executive function. N/A indicates either that a classification was unclear (the contrast was excluded) or that, as for selective attention, the category did not apply and the contrast was not used. For selective attention, N/A values appear when the contrast involved other executive functions. U, continuous updating; M, manipulation; O, order memory; SA, selective attention.
the pam algorithm provides a quality index for clustering, allowing some principled choice of the number of clusters. The pam algorithm works by finding representative objects (peaks), called medoids, that minimize the distance from each peak to the nearest medoid, as described by the objective function for the algorithm:
(1)
In Equation 1, d is the distance between peak i and the medoid m t that is the closest to i. Once the medoids have been chosen, each peak is assigned membership in the cluster defined by the closest medoid.
The process of choosing medoids is accomplished in two steps. First, starting estimates for medoids are assigned one by one until k medoids (one for each cluster) have been assigned. Each successive medoid is placed by selecting the peak that minimizes the objective function, given the previous medoid placements. After initial medoids have been chosen, the algorithm enters a swapping phase, in which medoid-peak pairs are examined and the peak that decreases the objective function the most (if any) becomes the new medoid. At the algorithm's completion, each medoid is the center-or more precisely, the representative peak-for a cluster.
Once the algorithm converges on a solution, a quality index of the solution for k medoids can be calculated and compared with solutions for other k. The quality index is the average over all peaks i 5 {1 . . . n} in all clusters t 5 {1 . . . k} of the following quantity: the average distance from the peak to other peaks in the nearest neighboring cluster minus the average distance to peaks in cluster t, divided by the greater of those two quantities. The resulting index value for each peak, called the silhouette index, varies between 21 and 1, with high positive values signifying unambiguous cluster assignment, 0 signifying equidistance between two clusters, and negative values signifying that the peak is closer to the peaks of a neighboring cluster than to peaks of its own cluster.
We performed the clustering analysis twice, once for peaks in storage-only tasks and once for all peaks. The results of the first analysis were used as input regions for c 2 tests in the material type analysis, and the results of the second were used in the analysis of executive functions. The algorithm was run for k between 2 and 25, and a value for k was selected that maximized the average silhouette index while providing a reasonable number of brain areas on the basis of expectations derived from the literature. For example, the 2-cluster solution for these data often had a high quality index, signifying relatively unambiguous grouping into right and left hemispheres; however, this was deemed too anatomically general; instead, 11-cluster (for material type) and 15-cluster (for executive function) solutions were chosen. For material type, the 11-cluster solution had an average silhouette index (ASI) of .370, with a mean for solutions between 2 and 25 clusters of .348 and a standard deviation of .017. For executive functions, the chosen solution had an ASI of .372, with a mean of .353 and a standard deviation of .019. Once cluster memberships were identified, c 2 analyses were performed on peaks within each cluster, to test for material type and executive specificity, as will be described below.
Chi-Square Analysis
For each cluster, we calculated two types of summary measures of activation: number/percentage of studies and number/percentage of peaks. For studies, a count was incremented in a region if the study reported at least one activation peak in that region. For peaks, the total number of peaks in the region across all the studies was counted. Both counting peaks and studies have associated advantages and disadvantages. Because of differences in data collection methods, smoothing parameters, and significance thresholds, there is an inherent imprecision in combining data from different studies. For example, studies that report many peaks, perhaps due to the application of a relatively small smoothing f ilter, would be overrepresented when one counts peaks. However, if studies of two conditions are being compared (e.g., passive storage and executive function) and activations occur in both conditions but activations are larger in area and magnitude for one condition (e.g., executive function), counting peaks may be sensitive to this difference, whereas counting studies may not (Phan et al., 2002) .
Within each cluster, for both studies and peaks, we used c 2 analyses to test whether the distribution of peaks or studies falling within each region differed among conditions. We examined two types of conditions: type of material to be remembered (verbal, spatial, or object) and type of executive process (continuous updating, order memory, manipulation of information, and selective attention). Separate c 2 analyses were performed for each set of conditions, and expected values were based on the total number of peaks (or studies) reported in each condition, collapsing across regions, and the total number of activation peaks (or studies), collapsing across conditions. For example, in a peaks analysis, for each cluster we determined the number of peaks from verbal, spatial, and visual WM tasks falling within the cluster. Using the whole-brain peak counts for each material type to normalize the expected counts, we tested whether the proportions of peaks within the cluster differed significantly across material types (an example of the c 2 procedure described in the next section). A similar analysis using study counts was carried out for each cluster.
Brodmann Area Analysis
We used c 2 to analyze peaks within each BA in the same fashion. For example, the frequencies of 33 storage-only studies reporting activations in BA 9 were 1 of 10 studies for spatial WM, 9 of 14 for object WM, and 4 of 9 for verbal WM. Null-hypothesis expectations are based on the total studies reporting peaks within the region (14), multiplied by the proportion of total studies in each con-min ( , ). ,..., t k t i n d i m = = å 1 1 dition (10/33 for spatial, 14/33 for object, and 9/33 for verbal). The product yields an expected frequency of 14 total studies * (10/33) 5 4.24 for spatial study counts in BA 9. The computation is performed similarly for the remaining conditions. Thus, the procedure controls for differences in overall numbers of studies among material types. The c 2 values are calculated as the sum of squared deviations from expected values, normalized (divided) by the expected values, yielding (1 2 4.24) 2 /4.24 for spatial peaks reported. This value is summed over the six cells in this analysis, yielding an overall c 2 of 7.06. Since expected values for some cells are low (slightly less than 5), the results must be interpreted with caution. The c 2 analyses of peak counts contained many more data points. For the BA analyses, the counts shown in the bar graphs were additionally normalized by the volume of each BA, to facilitate qualitative comparisons across areas. Table 2 reports the numbers of peak coordinates in the literature reviewed for combinations of material types and executive operations in our analyses. As Table 2 shows, tasks involving some executive operations were more frequently imaged (and/or produced more activation peaks) with one material type. In addition, some types of executive processes tended to co-occur in tasks. This situation occurred as a by-product of the frequent study of two common paradigms, N-back and item recognition. N-back tasks require both continuous updating and memory for order but less frequently involve selective attention (since all stimuli are task relevant) and manipulation. Item recognition tasks more often involve manipulation and selective attention. In addition, N-back tasks were predominantly verbal, whereas item recognition tasks involved different material types more evenly.
RESULTS
Relationships Among Variables in Analysis
Notably, no studies involving manipulation of object information met our inclusion criteria.
These imbalances between executive requirements and materials make it difficult to determine whether activation of a certain brain region is caused by requirements for a specific executive process, memory for a certain type of material, or some combination of the two. Because studies in which different types of materials were used differed systematically in their executive requirements (a potential cause of disagreement in findings among the studies), we chose to examine the effects of material type on the distribution of peak activation sites only for studies that involved no active executive processing. In addition, we examined the effects of executive function as a whole within each material type. There were too few studies to allow for more detailed analysis of interactions between executive functions and storage material, but we did consider cases in which confounds might influence the results when our findings were interpreted.
Effects of Material Type in Simple Storage: BA Analysis
As in previous meta-analyses (Phan et al., 2002; Wager et al., 2003) , we tested peaks within each BA for effects of material type, using c 2 analyses. In each analysis, we asked whether the proportion of peaks that fell within a specific BA differed as a function of whether the material to be remembered was verbal, spatial, or object in nature.
As is shown in the bar graph in Figure 1 , we found evidence for dissociation between spatial and object storage in the posterior part of the brain. The y-axis of the graph indexes BAs, and the length of each bar along the x-axis indicates the proportion of total peaks reported within each BA, material type, and hemisphere, normalized by the total size of each BA. The c 2 analyses were 0  284  73  205  97  185  92  192  Spatial  44  190  124  110  103  130  96  138  Verbal  54  441  179  340  263  256  330  182  Manipulation  Yes  0  44  54  61  37  36  62  37  61  No  284  190  441  307  643  468  485  522  434  Selection  Yes  73  124  179  61  307  132  251  137  246  No  205  110  340  37  643  380  314  430  260  Updating  Continuous  97  103  263  36  468  132  380  407  105  Discrete  185  130  256  62  485  251  314  160  404  Order  Yes  92  96  330  37  522  137  430  407  160  No  192  138  182  61  434  246  260  105  404 performed on the peak counts before size normalization. The horizontal extent of each bar thus reflects the proportion of total peak counts for one material type within the specified BA (blue bars for spatial peaks, red for object, and green for verbal), and the placement of that bar with respect to the midline represents the lateralization of the peaks.
In the posterior cortex, BA 37 showed preference for object storage ( c 2 5 6.96, p , .05, for studies; c 2 5 9.09, p , .05, for peaks), and BA 7 showed preference for spatial storage ( c 2 5 15.12, p , .001, for peaks), as predicted by the what versus where theory of dorsal and ventral visual streams for processing spatial and object identity information Ungerleider & Haxby, 1994) .
In addition, BA 9, in the DLPFC, was selective for object storage, particularly in the right hemisphere ( c 2 5 7.06, p , .05, for studies; c 2 5 7.92, p , .05, for peaks). BA 31, in the posterior cingulate gyrus, showed a significant effect of material type as well, which reflected a complete lack of activation from object storage in this area ( c 2 5 4.04, p 5 .08, for studies; c 2 5 8.58, p , .05, Brodmann's Area L Normalized peak counts R Spatial (89) Object (167) Verbal (106) 0.02 0.01 0 0.01 0.02 for peaks). BA 17, in the primary visual cortex, contained relatively few activation coordinates, but all the peaks reported were from spatial storage tasks (c 2 5 9.28, p , .05, for peaks). One explanation for these peaks is that there were changes in retinal stimulation due to eye movements during spatial rehearsal, but it is also possible that spatial rehearsal recruits this area more directly (see, e.g., Berman & Colby, 2002) . In addition, binomial tests on lateralization of peaks overall showed that peaks in BA 6, in the premotor/supplementary motor cortex, were left lateralized (32 L, 15 R, p , .05). One result that had been expected that was not found was preferential activation in left BA 44 and 45 (Broca's area) for verbal tasks. Patients with damage to this area show difficulty in programming and initiating speech, and it is generally thought that this area implements the rehearsal of verbal information in WM . The c 2 tests on material type did not show verbal selectivity for any BA. However, it appears that verbal peaks in the lateral frontal cortex, including BAs 44, 45, 46, and 6, do show left lateralization ( Figure 1) , and BAs 44, 45, and 46 are relatively selective for verbal information. The evidence suggests that there is indeed a verbal preference in the left lateral frontal cortex, but the peaks in this region are distributed across four BAs. Large areas of activation, which typically are produced in verbal WM studies in the left frontal lobe, may span multiple BAs, but they are usually reported with a single peak. Even if every study shows the expected effect, if spatial resolution is low or activations are large, peak coordinates may vary widely.
In BA 44 in particular, as Figure 1 shows, verbal peaks are completely left lateralized, object peaks are completely right lateralized, and no spatial storage peaks are (10) Object (14) Verbal (9) Spatial (89) Object (167) Verbal (106) Material Type: Percentage of studies reporting regional peaks
Material Type: Percentage of regional peaks reported for areas reported. Although this fits the expected pattern, there are too few reported peaks in this relatively small area of the cortex for the effect to reach significance.
Effects of Material Type in Simple Storage: Cluster Analysis
The results of the cluster analysis are summarized in Figure 2 . Figure 2A shows the distribution of peaks throughout the brain, color-coded according to their cluster assignment (some colors are reused). Figure 2B shows the medoids (representative peaks) for each cluster on axial, sagittal, and coronal views of a transparent canonical brain, numbered for reference and color-coded as in Figure 2A . Figure 2C shows the distribution of peaks by material type in each cluster. Numbers on the x-axis in Figure 2C correspond to the cluster numbers in Figure 2B , and results from counting studies and peaks are shown in the top and bottom panels of Figure 2C . In addition, cluster locations and BA composition are shown in Table 3 .
As Figure 2 shows, the distinction between the dorsal (spatial) and the ventral (object) processing streams was clearly shown in the c 2 analysis on clusters from passive storage tasks. Clusters 3 and 7 in the 11-cluster solution were located in the left and the right parietal cortex, respectively ( Figure 2B, center panel) , and showed a clear preference for spatial memory when peaks are counted ( Figure 2C , Table 3 ), although these regions were also activated in a high proportion of verbal studies [Cluster 3 (L), c 2 5 15.42, p , .001, for peaks; Cluster 7 (R), c 2 5 15.84, p , .001, for peaks]. As in the Brodmann analysis, the right frontal cortex (Cluster 4) was specific for object WM (c 2 5 6.06, p , .05, for studies), as were the right and the left inferior temporal cortices [Cluster 6 (L), c 2 5 7.39, p , .05, for studies, and c 2 5 6.16, p , .05, for peaks; Cluster 5 (R), c 2 5 10.47, p , .01, for studies, and c 2 5 17.34, p , .001, for peaks]. Thus, the classic double dissociation between spatial storage in the superior parietal cortex and object storage in the inferior parietal cortex is evident in this data set.
Surprisingly, clusters in the left frontal cortex (Cluster 2, most of whose peaks were in BAs 6 and 9, but whose center is near BA 44 on the inferior frontal gyrus) did not show a significant verbal WM specificity (c 2 5 3.97, p 5 .14, counting peaks), although it approached significance. As in the BA analysis, it is possible that verbal peaks are spread out over several clusters. In support of this idea, Cluster 8, whose peaks were mostly in the left thalamus and basal ganglia, also showed significant preference for verbal storage (c 2 5 6.01, p , .05, for peaks). It is possible that the left striatum (caudate and putamen), which is broadly implicated in motor control and contains cells that code for serial order in movement (Aldridge & Berridge, 1998) , is an important structure in the mediation of subvocal rehearsal.
Analyses of Executive Processing: BA Analysis
Analysis of executive processing requirements showed significantly greater activation frequency for continuous updating, temporal order memory, and manipulation in Note-Each reported peak for passive storage studies was classified as belonging to one of 11 clusters based on reported peak coordinates and was numbered for reference as in Figure 2 . For each cluster, we report the medoid (see the Method section), the geometric center of the cluster in MNI coordinates, and the average silhouette index (ASI; a measure of clustering quality). The anatomical locations of peaks in the cluster are reported in terms of percentage of peaks falling within particular Brodmann areas (for the cortex) and regions (for subcortical areas), for all regions that contain at least 5% of the total number of peaks in the cluster. Put, putamen; Amy, amygdala; Tha, thalamus; Glo, globus pallidus; Cau, caudate. Unknown regions include white matter, CSF space, and small structures not labeled in our broad classification (e.g., nucleus accumbens, claustrum, etc.).
several frontal and parietal regions. The bar graph in Figure 3 provides a summary of the relative frequency of activation in each executive function, as compared with storage-only tasks. The height of each bar (green for continuous updating, blue for temporal order, and yellow for manipulation) shows the frequency of activation for studies (top panel) and peaks (bottom panel) for each executive process minus the frequency of activation for storage-only tasks. The frequency for a condition (e.g., updating) is calculated as the percentage of total peaks for a condition that falls within the selected region. Thus, a positive value in Figure 3 indicates greater frequency in executive function with that BA (controlling for the overall number of studies/peaks), and negative values indicate greater frequency in storage-only tasks. 1 Figure 3 shows that BA 7 is the most frequently activated region in executive processing. It is significant for updating ( c 2 5 6.27 for studies, 6.58 for peaks, p , .05), order ( c 2 5 7.01 for studies, 3.97 for peaks, p , .05), and manipulation ( c 2 5 3.55, p 5 .06, for studies; c 2 5 5.72, p , .05, for peaks). Figure 4 provides information about the lateralization of executive functions, using the same kind of bar graph as that employed in our previous analysis of material type (Figure 1) . Figure 4 shows that the distribution of peaks in BA 7 is roughly symmetrical across hemispheres. BAs 6, 8, and 9 are significant for updating ( c 2 for BAs 6, 8, 9 5 0.22, 5.40*, and 2.65 for studies and 4.84*, 4.64*, and 4.00* for peaks; * denotes p , .05) and order ( c 2 for BAs 6, 8, 9 5 0.37, 2.82 1 , and 4.37* for studies and 4.11*, 2.31, and 5.23* for peaks; * denotes p , .05, 1 denotes p , .10). In BA 6, additional activations due to continuous updating ( c 2 5 4.88, p , .05, for peaks) and order memory ( c 2 5 4.69, p , .05, for peaks) are lateralized to the right hemisphere, as is shown by significant laterality 3 executive demand interactions (Figure 4 ). BA 47, in the inferior part of the lateral frontal cortex, showed more frequent activation for manipulation, as compared with storage in the right hemisphere (laterality 3 manipulation demand, c 2 5 4.15, p , .05, for peaks). BA 46, adjacent to BA 47, showed the same pattern, although the results were not significant.
BAs 44 and 45 showed a qualitatively different pattern. The only executive function that showed a trend toward more frequent activation, as compared with storage tasks, was temporal order memory (BA 44, c 2 5 3.42, p 5 .06, for studies; BA 45, n.s.). The small size of these areas results in relatively few peak coordinates and low statistical power.
A fourth type of pattern among executive functions was found in BA 10, in the anterior frontal cortex. BA 10 showed a significant effect of manipulation ( c 2 5 4.84, p , .05, for peaks) and a trend toward selectivity for continuous updating ( c 2 5 3.30, p 5 .07, for peaks; Figure 3) . Both effects are likely to be localized to the right hemisphere, although c 2 values were not significant ( c 2 5 2.60, p 5 .11, for manipulation peaks; c 2 5 2.4, p 5 .12, for updating peaks; Figure 4 ). Figure 5 shows a summary of the cluster analysis results, in the same format as the previous cluster analysis of storage material. Figure 5A shows points for the 15cluster solution, which was chosen because it maximized clustering strength while providing anatomical specificity consistent with the size and variability of the data set. Figure 5B and Table 4 show the cluster medoids, and Figure 5C shows the specialization for each executive function within each cluster.
Analyses of Executive Processing: Cluster Analysis
Four clusters showed the pattern observed in the previous analysis of significant specialization for both continuous updating and temporal order memory. Those are the right DLPFC (Cluster 4, primarily in BAs 9 and 10; c 2 5 3.57 for updating, c 2 5 3.27 for order, counting studies, both ps , .10), the right medial and lateral parietal cortex (Cluster 7, BAs 7 and 40; c 2 5 7.01 for updating, and c 2 5 5.96 for order, counting studies; both ps , .05), and the bilateral SFS (Clusters 12 and 15, in right and left BA 6; c 2 for L/R 5 14.46/7.46 for updating, counting studies, and c 2 5 11.69/8.17, counting peaks, all ps , .01; c 2 5 10.34/6.89 for order, counting studies, and c 2 5 9.36/7.13, counting peaks, all ps , .05). Centers and composition of these clusters are reported in Table 4 . Two clusters, in the precuneus (Cluster 9) and the cuneus (Cluster 11), showed trends toward specialization for manipulation, when one counted peaks ( c 2 5 2.77 for the precuneus and 2.77 for the cuneus, both ps , .10, for peaks). This f inding suggests that peaks for manipulation are more medially distributed than those for continuous updating and order memory in the parietal cortex. The expected specialization for manipulation in the right frontal cortex (Cluster 4), which would parallel the findings for BAs 47 and 10 in the BA analysis, did not reach significance.
Interactions Between Executive Demand and Material Type
One important point that the previous analyses do not address is the possibility that brain regions are selectively activated by a combination of storage material and executive demand. In particular, one prior hypothesis about such an interaction is that verbal storage tasks should produce left-lateralized frontal activation and executive demand in verbal storage should additionally recruit the right frontal cortex. Figure 6 shows the frequency and lateralization of peaks for executive demand, as compared with simple storage, for each material type (spatial, object, and verbal). The figure shows that simple storage peaks are indeed left lateralized within BAs 44, 45, and 46, although this effect is not significant for any single BA, and that addition of executive demand produces a significant increase in right-lateralized peaks within BAs 45 and 46, as shown by a significant executive demand 3 hemisphere interaction ( c 2 5 3.43, p 5 .06, for peaks in BA 45; c 2 5 3.43, p 5 Figure 1. Tasks requiring selection are included in the storage category. * indicates a significant lateralization overall at p ,  .05. s* indicates a difference among material types, counting studies, at p , .05. p* indicates a difference among material types, counting peaks, at p , .05. x* indicates a significant condition (executive vs. storage) 3 hemisphere interaction, counting peaks, at p , .05.  s1, p1, and x1 indicate the same effects at p , .10 .06, for peaks in BA 45; c 2 5 4.10, p , .05, for peaks in BA 46; Figure 6 , right panel). This pattern of activations was also found for BA 6 ( c 2 5 4.10, p , .05, for peaks). In spatial tasks, there was a significant executive demand 3 hemisphere interaction in BA 32, so that executive tasks produced more right-hemisphere peaks ( c 2 5 5.24, p , .05, for peaks) and more frequent activation with executive demand in BAs 9 and 10 (in BA 9, c 2 5 7.07, p , .01, for studies, and c 2 5 5.51, p , .05, for peaks; in BA 10, c 2 5 4.70, p , .05, for studies, and c 2 5 4.89, p , .05, for peaks), with a trend toward right lateralization in BA 10 ( c 2 5 2.94, p , .10, for peaks).
In contrast to regions that showed specific executive process 3 material type interactions, BA 7, in the superior parietal cortex, showed greater involvement with executive demand in all three material types ( c 2 5 3.67, p 5 .06, counting spatial studies; c 2 5 6.13, p , .05, counting object studies; c 2 5 3.87, p , .05, counting verbal peaks).
Effects of Selective Attention
BA analysis. Selective attention involves storing one attribute of a multidimensional stimulus in WM while ignoring irrelevant attributes. We compared peaks from storage tasks that required selective attention (2-D stimuli), but no other executive process, with those from 1-D storage-only tasks. Our results show that selective attention produced significantly more frequent activation in BA 32, in the medial PFC ( c 2 5 4.52, p , .05, for peaks).
Cluster analysis. In the cluster analysis, selective attention, as compared with simple storage, produced more frequent activations in Cluster 5 (see Figure 5B for cluster locations), in the right inferior temporal cortex ( c 2 5 3.94, p , .05, for peaks), with a trend toward significance in Cluster 9, in the medial PFC ( c 2 5 3.62, p 5 .06, for peaks).
DISCUSSIO N
Effects of Storage Material
In both BA and cluster analyses, we found the expected pattern of dissociations between spatial and object (nonspatial visual) storage in the posterior cortex. Spatial storage tasks most frequently activated the superior parietal cortex, and object storage most frequently activated the inferior temporal cortex. However, we found that even nonspatial storage tasks were likely to produce peak Updating Order Manipulation Brodmann Area activations in the parietal cortex; spatial tasks simply produced more peaks per study. In contrast, inferior temporal activations were relatively specific to object WM. Below, we review several specific hypotheses.
Hemispheric lateralization of verbal and spatial material in the PFC. We found some support for left lateralization of verbal WM across three BAs (44, 45, and 46) in the inferior frontal cortex, located in the vicin- Note-Each reported peak across all studies was classified as belonging to one of 15 clusters based on reported peak coordinates and was numbered for reference as in Figure 5 . ASI, average silhouette index; Tha, thalamus; Cau, caudate; Put, putamen; Glo, globus pallidus. ity of Broca's area, as well as in BA 6. Hemisphere 3 executive demand interactions for verbal WM indicated that left lateralization was found only for simple storage tasks. This effect is much weaker than that suggested by individual studies, which may be due to the high spatial variability of peaks across studies and the small sizes of relevant BAs. In addition, the cluster analysis revealed that some verbal WM left lateralization may occur in the insula and subcortical regions. Chein and Fiez (2001) , in the only verbal storage study included in the meta-analysis that isolated delay activity in an event-related design, found two separate foci selective for verbal WM maintenance in the left inferior PFC, but they also found such areas in the right inferior PFC. Thus, the meta-analysis results appear to be representative of individual studies that isolate maintenance activity in verbal WM.
Dorsal/ventral separation of spatial and object WM. A prevalent hypothesis in the literature is that the DLPFC, or more precisely, the SFS, is specialized for spatial WM, whereas the ventrolateral PFC is relatively specialized for object WM. This notion has been supported by a number of animal (Levy & Goldman-Rakic, 1999) and human studies. However, our findings do not support the hypothesis that WM representations in the PFC are organized according to material type. We found no evidence for a spatial-object dissociation across studies within the dorsal and the ventral lateral PFC in either BA or cluster analyses; in fact, spatial storage tasks were somewhat more likely to produce peak activations in BAs 46 and 47, and object WM tasks were significantly more likely to produce peaks in right dorsolateral BA 9 (and the right anterior/dorsolateral PFC in the cluster analysis). This finding is contrary to current models of material-specific organization (Funahashi, Bruce, & Goldman-Rakic, 1989; Funahashi et al., 1993; Smith et al., 1995) . Our results agree more closely with those of Owen et al. (1999; Owen et al., 1998) , who proposed frontal specialization according to requirements for particular executive processes, with the DLPFC more active in executive processing and the ventral frontal cortex responsible for storage-related processes. This view also agrees with other meta-analytic reviews (Owen, 2000) .
In contrast, as has been described above, what emerged clearly from our analyses was a double dissociation between spatial maintenance in the parietal cortex (dorsal stream) and object maintenance in the temporal cortex (ventral stream), as would be expected from animal studies on visual processing (e.g., Ungerleider & Haxby, 1994) and previous meta-analyses . Thus, dissociations in perceptual-processing streams are mirrored in the WM system, even when control tasks are matched on perceptual and motor requirements, highlighting the overlap between the posterior brain areas involved in perception and memory.
The failure to find a dorsal-ventral distinction among material types in the frontal cortex does not demonstrate that no material type effects exist. For example, we found greater frequency of object storage peaks in the right lateral frontal cortex, particularly in BA 9. One reasonable intermediate position is that the processes involved in the maintenance of information differ depending on storage material. Object storage may involve serial selective attention to object features in WM, which could explain specialization both for object storage and for continuous updating and order tasks in the DLPFC. Spatial rehearsal may involve rehearsal of intended movements to different locations, producing the spatial memory effects apparent in the superior parietal cortex by virtue of that region's role in spatial attention and coordinate transformations (Colby & Goldberg, 1999) . Verbal rehearsal likely involves subvocal repetition of words. The left ventral PFC showed some evidence for verbal specificity; among executive processes, order memory produced the greatest effects in this region, suggesting a possible relationship between requirements for verbal storage and stimulus ordering.
Hemispheric lateralization of spatial and object WM. Some individual studies (Smith et al., 1995) and at least one meta-analytic review (D'Esposito et al., 1998) have found evidence for left lateralization of object WM and right lateralization of spatial WM. However, views on this issue derived from both single-study and meta-analytic perspectives have been mixed . We found some evidence that object storage is more likely than storage of other materials to produce activation in the right frontal cortex, in contradiction to the lateralization hypothesis. However, it appears to be roughly consistent with the proposal of Courtney et al. (1998) that imagebased rehearsal strategies preferentially involve the right frontal cortex. We did not find hemispheric asymmetries for spatial material, except that the frontal cortex (BAs 47, 10, and 32; Figure 6 ) showed greater right lateralization when executive functions were demanded in spatial tasks. Thus, findings on lateralization in spatial WM may depend on the level of executive demand or task difficulty. The hypothesized hemispheric lateralization may be more likely to occur if spatial tasks are more difficult than their verbal counterparts.
Additional findings. In contrast with findings of object preference in the right frontal cortex, the precuneus (BA 31) contains numerous peaks for spatial and verbal storage, but no reported activations for object storage tasks. Also, only spatial storage tasks produced activations in the primary visual cortex. 2 This may be attributed to a spatial rehearsal strategy that depends on eye movements; however, corresponding activations in the frontal eye fields are not more frequent for spatial storage than for other kinds of storage, suggesting that this account is not enough to explain the activation in the visual cortex (see also Berman & Colby, 2002) .
Effects of Executive Processing
As was expected, effects of executive processes were found primarily in the frontal and parietal cortices, including the anterior prefrontal, the DLPFC and ventral lateral prefrontal, the bilateral premotor (centered in the SFS), and the lateral and medial superior parietal cor-tices. Other areas also showed activations in executive function tasks, but only in the aforementioned regions did we find that the presence of executive demand significantly increased the probability of activation.
Manipulation versus storage. Several groups (e.g., D'Esposito et al., 1998; Owen, 1997 Owen, , 2000 have proposed that storage tasks, without executive processing requirements, activate the ventral PFC, whereas manipulation of information (in a general sense that includes continuous updating) recruits the mid-DLPFC. However, other studies have shown evidence for executive effectsspecifically, inhibition-in the ventral PFC (D'Esposito, Postle, . Our results generally support the dorsal-executive hypothesis: The bilateral SFS and the DLPFC showed the greatest specialization among frontal regions for continuous updating and temporal order memory, in both the BA and the cluster analyses. However, not all executive functions showed the same effects. We found that manipulation-which, in our classification, primarily involved operations on stimuli while maintaining items in WM-produced the greatest increases in right BAs 46 and 47, in the ventral PFC, and in BA 10 (anterior PFC) primarily in the right hemisphere.
How do we resolve this apparent discrepancy between our meta-analytic results and the literature on manipulation? Part of the discrepancy is definitional. Such tasks as the N-back task and self-ordered tasks are classified as manipulation tasks in the literature (e.g., Owen, Evans, & Petrides, 1996) . We classify these tasks as involving continuous updating and order memory, but not manipulation. Our meta-analysis shows that updating and order requirements lead to more frequent superior frontal, but not inferior frontal, activation. We reserved the term manipulation for other kinds of operations, such as tasks that require concurrent memory maintenance and arithmetic operations. These tasks all involve transforming the identity or characteristics of stimuli in WM, as with arithmetic operations, and are likely to involve shifting attention and inhibition of irrelevant stimulus dimensions. Manipulation tasks produce greater inferior frontal activation, and they may constitute a separate kind of executive process.
Notably, in one of the few cases of disagreement between c 2 and cluster analyses, the manipulation results in BAs 10 and 47 do not appear in the cluster analysis. One explanation is that the cluster analysis produced a coarser segregation into regions that cut across BA boundaries and effects in these relatively small BAs were masked. Be that as it may, the manipulation results must be viewed as preliminary, providing a suggestion to guide future studies.
It is also important to note that increased SFS activation with executive demand adds further support to the notion that activations in this region are not related simply to increased demand for eye and hand movement. These findings complement those of other researchers that have separated WM maintenance effects in this region from stimulus encoding and retrieval processes, using event-related f MRI (e.g., Courtney et al., 1996; Courtney, Ungerleider, Keil, & Haxby, 1997; Haxby, Petit, Ungerleider, & Courtney, 2000) .
BA 10, in the anterior PFC, was the only region to show increases in manipulation across both hemispheres. BA 10 activation has been related in the literature on executive function to the switching of attention between percepts (Pollmann, 2001), subgoal processing (Braver & Bongiolatti, 2002) , and tonic activity relating to increased demand for selective attention in a Stroop-like task .
Selective attention effects. Selective attention, but not any other executive process, produced more frequent activations in BA 32, in the medial PFC, in both BA and cluster analyses. Activations in the medial PFC, including the anterior cingulate, the medial supplementary motor area (SMA), and the pre-SMA, have been frequently reported in both simple storage and executive function tasks (~40% probability of activation in storage only in BA 32, ~60% probability of activation in the medial prefrontal cluster; Figure 2 ).
One important issue in the analysis of medial prefrontal activations is its high degree of functional heterogeneity (Devinsky, Morrell, & Vogt, 1995; Picard & Strick, 1996) . Neither the Brodmann analysis nor the cluster analysis separated posterior from anterior medial prefrontal regions, which is an important distinction in the WM literature (e.g., Petit, . Together, the findings on selective attention (1-D vs. 2-D stimuli), the high rate of activation in simple storage tasks, and the lack of additional activation in executive function suggest that the medial PFC is activated by basic attention processes, such as selective attention. This interpretation leaves open the possibility that executive processes may produce quantitative increases in the amount of activation, as has been found in other studies (Fan, Flombaum, McCandliss, Thomas, & Posner, 2003; Sylvester et al., 2003) .
Another region of the brain that has been heavily implicated in selective attention, but which showed a quite different pattern of results in our analysis, is the parietal cortex. The superior parietal cortex (BA 7) was the only BA showing significant effects of executive function in each of continuous updating, order memory, and manipulation ( Figure 3 ) and significant effects of executive function for all three types of storage material separately ( Figure 6 ). Since this region has been consistently implicated in spatial and nonspatial attention tasks (Cabeza & Nyberg, 2000; , one plausible role for this area is as a mediator of basic control over the focus of attention. Whereas BA 10 and the DLPFC may be involved in establishing a task-related selection bias, the parietal cortex may play a role in implementing the bias.
The pattern of executive process activation in BA 7 contrasts with the pattern in BA 32 of selective attention effects but a lack of executive specialization. Although both regions appear to be involved in basic attentional processes, one idea is that basic processes in BA 7 (related, e.g., to coordinate transformation and shifting attentional allocation) may be used more frequently or intensely with executive demand, whereas those in BA 32 (related, e.g., to selective attention processes used to maintain focus on the relevant stimulus dimension) are used during task performance but are not additionally recruited with executive demand. Other interpretations exist. We propose this one as a speculation that may be tested further in future studies.
Our results suggest that activation in BA 7 is more frequent in spatial than in nonspatial tasks in simple storage, but this difference is not present when executive functions are required. This finding parallels the finding of left lateralization of verbal WM only in simple storage. The results implicate the parietal cortex in a general attentional role that extends beyond control of spatial attention and control of eye movements.
Limitations of Meta-Analysis
Several caveats must be raised about findings from this type of meta-analysis. One is that, as has been mentioned, large areas of activation are reduced to a single or several peak coordinates, which are then likely to have high spatial variability across studies. Although large activations in general have low spatial precision, this tendency may prevent findings that are robust in individual studies from being significant in the meta-analysis. A second concern is ceiling effects: Quantitative differences in activation in individual studies may not translate into higher reported frequencies in the meta-analysis, particularly if activation in the control condition is also high. These concerns are raised in addition to problems involving inconsistent analysis methods and reporting thresholds, which have been discussed elsewhere (Phan et al., 2002; Wager et al., 2003) . We view this type of meta-analysis as an important tool that provides a synthesis across individual studies, which may be useful in testing existing hypotheses and developing new ones. However, we emphasize that meta-analysis provides a perspective that complements but does not replace the interpretation of results from individual studies.
CONCLUSIONS
WM tasks as a whole have produced a consistent set of activation sites in many brain regions. Our results suggest that WM representations in the frontal cortex are organized by process, rather than by material type. Systematic differences in material type are limited largely to the posterior part of the brain, which shows a clear spatial-ventral distinction between object and spatial memory, with the exception of object specialization in the right PFC. Executive demand produces reliable activations in regions largely in the frontal cortex but also quite consistently in the superior parietal cortex. Our results suggest that tasks requiring continuous updating and order memory involve more superior frontal cortex than do tasks requiring operations on WM items or dual tasking. Increasing processing demand similarly affects lateralization in the frontal cortex, producing bilateral activations in verbal storage and greater right lateralization in spatial storage.
To date, neuroimaging studies have used variants of several common tasks, most of which require multiple executive processes. However, across studies, there is evidence that executive functions may be fractionated into different component processes. One class is manipulation of information in WM, which may involve mental operations, switching, and inhibition. This class most frequently activates the inferior frontal cortex. A second class is sequential updating and prioritization of information in WM, reflected here in the constructs of continuous updating and temporal order memory. This class most frequently activates the superior frontal cortex. More studies are needed that manipulate subcomponents of executive processes individually, particularly studies that involve manipulation of information in WM while controlling other executive requirements.
